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LONG-TERM GOALS
Improve the knowledge of the near-surface circulation in the BoB and of the pathways through which
the freshwater fluxes occur.
OBJECTIVES
We want to collect direct observations of the seasonally reversing currents of the southwest BoB to
improve the knowledge of the near-surface circulation and for the validation of numerical ocean
circulation models. The science questions we to address include the descriptive effort of identifying the
routes through which the export of fresh water can potentially occur. More specifically:
1)

is the Sri Lanka Dome, which shows up very clearly in the summer geostrophic surface current
maps (Figure 1) effective in maintaining a nearly closed recirculation cell east off Sri Lanka or do
particles (drifters) quickly disperse and get entrained in the northward flowing EICC and
westward flowing SMC?

2)

Does the southward wintertime EICC flows around Sri Lanka and exports fresh water into the
Arabian Sea or does it significantly retroflect eastward along the east coast of Sri Lanka, as some
authors suggest?

APPROACH
To address the two questions above, we are deploying 3 SVP drifters/month off the coast of Sri-Lanka.
A large number of drifters will be deployed 2015 when an additional fleet of 30 salinity drifters will be
used in conjunction of other IOP activities to map the SSS distribution and variability over the
experiment area and to infer the surface freshwater export pathways from direct measurements.
The salinity drifters will also be important to validate the Aquarius SSS data, which will also be used
to infer the SSS export routes in conjunction with the drifter data.
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WORK COMPLETED AND RESULTS
The deployment of drifters begun in September 2012. The first shipment of 15 drifters was delivered to
Mr. Udaya Jinadasa of NARA in Colombo in July 2013. Mr. Jinadasa was trained on the SVP drifter
deployment methodology and the first deployment of 3 drifters (2 Argos 3 and one Iridium) occurred
on 9/27/2013 and was performed by the Sri Lanka Navy (Figure 1). To date, 67 drifters were deployed
in support of ASIRI.

Figure 1: tracks of the drifter deployed since the beginning of the project, as of 11/13/2014.
Drifters were also provided in support of two ASIRI cruises in fall 2013 and summer 2014.
RESULTS
A synthesis of drifter/altimetry/wind data was performed. The maps of near-surface currents show a
well-developed EICC off Sri Lanka, and meandering currents and mesoscale features in the southcentral BoB. The EICC moved around Sri Lanka, and turned westward as it passed south of the island.
The width of the EICC off the eastern side Sri Lanka was about 100 km. The results of the synthesis
were compared with observations collected during a December 2013 cruise and were foud to be in
very good agreement. Such results are beind further interpreted and prepared for a publication.
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
•

Capacity building in Sri Lanka

•

The drifter data are posted in real-time to the GTS of the World Weather Watch

RELATED PROJECTS
The Global Drifter Program
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